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Abstract
The simulation of slowly varying transient electric high-voltage ﬁelds and magnetic ﬁelds requires the repeated and successive
solution of high-dimensional linear algebraic systems of equations with identical or near-identical system matrices and different
right-hand side vectors. For these solution processes which are required within implicit time integration schemes and nonlinear
(quasi-)Newton–Raphson methods an iterative multiple right-hand side (mrhs) scheme is used which recycles vector subspaces
resulting from previous preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration runs. The combination of this scheme with a subspace projec-
tion extrapolation start value generation scheme is discussed. Numerical results for three-dimensional electric and magnetic ﬁeld
simulations are presented and the efﬁciency of the new schemes re-using eigenvector information from previous iteration processes
with different tolerance criteria are compared to those of standard conjugate gradient iterations.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the use of iterative solutionmethods became of interest for sequences of linear algebraic systems of the form
Alxl = bl , l = 1, 2, . . . , k, (1)
where Al ∈ Rn×n denotes either a constant (Al = const.) or a near constant (Al ≈ Al−1) system matrix and the
right-hand side vectors bl ∈ Rn depend on the previous solutions xm, m = 1, . . . , l − 1, i.e., the linear systems in (1)
cannot be solved simultaneously using established block-multiple right-hand side techniques [19,14]. Such sequences
of linear systems arise in Newton- or quasi-Newton-methods for solving non-linear problems or within implicit embed-
ded time integration schemes such as linear implicit Rosenbrock–Wanner (ROW) methods or singly diagonal implicit
Runge–Kutta (SDIRK) methods, as they are used in the simulation of quasistatic electric and magnetic ﬁelds. In the
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following we will assume that the system matrices Al are symmetric and positive (semi-)deﬁnite, i.e., they have a real
valued non-negative spectrum.
In [15] the Krylov vector subspaces of the Lanczos algorithm were suggested to be reused to solve such linear
systems with several right-hand sides and this approach was further analyzed in [18]. A ﬁrst application of such a
Lanczos–Galerkin projection-based multiple right-hand side (mrhs) solution technique to electric ﬁeld simulations is
reported in [11] for a sequence of discrete Poisson problems related to stationary current problems. Alternatively, a
vector subspace including eigenvectors (or approximations thereof) can be used to build a linear projection operator
PQ = I − Q(QTAQ)−1)QTA to deﬂate the solution of a given linear system using a A-orthogonal projection onto
a suitable vector subspace Q := span{q1, . . . ,qm} related to the matrix operator Q := {q1, . . . ,qm} ∈ Rn×m. The
corresponding deﬂated conjugate gradient (CG) method and variants thereof are extensively analyzed in [20]. The
deﬂation projection of the original system matrix will eliminate the contribution of the chosen subspace to the solution
vector of the original system.
Thus, suitable criteria for the admission of vectors into the subspace have to be considered. In [7] a subspace of
eigenvectors corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues i, i = 1, . . . , k, of the system A for a user-deﬁned threshold
 are calculated using a Chebyshev-based partial spectral decomposition. The resulting conjugate gradient process will
then converge according to the effective condition number eff.(A) = k/max  (A) = 1/max of the projected
system PTQAPQ, i.e., less iterations will be required to achieve a prescribed accuracy [20].
Various variants of the deﬂated CG algorithm also turned out to be efﬁcient if the extremal eigenvalues are only
calculated approximatively [9]. The construction of the projector operator used within each step of the CG method
relies on efﬁcient BLAS level 1 and 2 routines. The practical choice of a suitable selection strategy for the vectors with
which the systemmatrix is to be deﬂated is usually more complicated and depends on the problem under consideration.
The accumulation of too many vectors results in a loss of a short vector recurrence and in this case the projection
operator becomes computationally expensive to apply in each CG step.
A deﬂated CG method variant in [21], which is related to a deﬂation process by preconditioning in [9], was shown
to be efﬁcient for linear systems arising from problems with extreme contrast in the coefﬁcients, where it was applied
to a geological ground layer application. Extreme jumps in the coefﬁcients also appear in the context of magnetic
ﬁeld simulations where the magnetic permeability may vary by several orders of magnitude. To this problem class the
same deﬂated CG scheme was ﬁrst used in [7]. The vector subspace used within these deﬂated CG methods did not
correspond to the Krylov subspace vectors of a previous Lanczos process and were rather coarse approximations of
the eigenvectors of the system to be solved.
A similar problem also holds with the subspace projection extrapolation (SPE) method proposed in [6] which
calculates the optimal linear combination of arbitrary start vectors for a given linear system to be solved with the
standard preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method. A PCG iteration started with an SPE method generated
start vector was shown to act as an implicitly deﬂated system in exact arithmetics, i.e., the costs of an additional
projection step within the PCG method can be avoided [6]. While initially designed to generate optimal start vectors
from old time step solutions, the SPE method is similar to the Init-CG method in [8,9].
For the construction of deﬂation vectors in Ref. [17] the converged Ritz vectors of the subspace projected arising
from previous CG iterations were usedwithin an augmented conjugate gradient (AugCG)method, a variant of a deﬂated
CG scheme. This approach includes a criterion which vectors should contribute to the invariant subspace included in
the AugCG iteration.
This paper is organized as follows: In the following section the modelling of quasistatic non-linear electric and
magnetic ﬁelds is shown to yield mrhs problems of the form (1). For their solution, we adopt and describe deﬂated
CG and AugCG algorithms involving both the reuse of vector subspace information from previous PCG runs. The
selection of subspace vectors involves the calculation of converged Ritz vectors according to [10] and the full reuse of
the previous Krylov subspace. In the last section we apply these schemes to sequences of linear systems arising from
three-dimensional electric and magnetic ﬁeld problems and compare the numerical results with those of schemes not
re-using any previously generated vector subspace information.
2. Modelling quasistatic electric and magnetic ﬁelds
Slowly varying electric high-voltage (HV) ﬁelds are described considering the Maxwell equations in the electro-
quasistatic limit, where the omission of the variation of the magnetic ﬁelds allows to model the irrotational electric
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ﬁeld intensities as gradients of a scalar electric potential ﬁeld, i.e., E = −grad. The differential equation describing
the initial value problem for the electrostatic potential  is
div(ε grad t) + div(() grad) = 0 with (t0) = 0 for t = t0, (2)
where ε(r) is the permittivity and = (r, E)= (r,) is the material conductivity which may depend on the electric
ﬁeld intensity for certain materials as oil or metal oxides which is responsible for the non-linearity of the problem.
This initial problem can be spatially discretized using geometric discretization schemes as theWhitney ﬁnite element
method (WFEM) [23,1,16] or the ﬁnite integration technique (FIT) [5] for the technical relevant applications. Using the
matrix notation of the FIT [22] which is also valid for the WFEM [2] yields an initial value problem with a non-linear
system of ordinary differential equations of the form
GTMG
d
dt
+ GTM()G= 0 with (t0) =0 for t = t0, (3)
where M and M denote the material matrices of the conductivity and of the permittivity, respectively. Here, G is
the gradient matrix. Analogously, the modelling of slowly varying transient magnetic ﬁelds with a modiﬁed vector
potential formulation representing the magnetic ﬂux density with B = curl A yields
t A + curl(( A)curl A) = JS with A(t0) = A0 for t = t0, (4)
where ( A) denotes the reluctivity which depends on the magnetic ﬁeld intensity for ferromagnetic materials. The
spatial semi-discretization with the WFEM [13] or the FIT [3] yields the initial value problem
M
d
dt

a +CTM(a )C a =

j S with

a (t0) = a 0 for t = t0 (5)
featuring the discrete curl matrixC, the time-dependent source current excitation vector

j S, thematrix of conductivities
M and of the solution dependent matrix of reluctivities M=M(a ). The vector a =(a 1, . . . , an)T contains the edge
degrees of freedom (dof) corresponding to the line integrals a i =
∫
Li∈G A · dr along the edges Li, i = 1, . . . , n, of
the grid G. The system corresponds to a differential algebraic system of equations since the matrix of conductivities
is usually singular. This remaining algebraic curl–curl operator is also singular which requires additional gauging of
the vector potential in the non-conducting regions of the problem. Here, alternatively conjugate gradient type methods
capable of solving consistently singular linear systems of equations are applied [4].
The systems in (3) and (5) are both of the form
M
d
dt
x + K(x)x = r (6)
and the application of an implicit time integration schemes such as the -method or higher order SDIRK methods [12],
for each time step a non-linear system of equations is to be solved. Using e.g. the structurally simple implicit Euler
scheme, the non-linear systems of equations(
1
t
M + K(xn+1)
)
xn+1 = 1
t
Mxn + rn+1, (7)
have to be solved for each time step tn+1 = tn + t . Thus, the Newton–Raphson iteration for this system results in a
linear system of equations(
1
t
M + K(xln+1) + J(xln+1)
)
xl+1n+1 =
1
t
Mxn + rn+1 + J(xln+1)xln+1
with
(J(x))i,j =
∑
k
dKi,k
dxj
xk (8)
to be solved in the (l + 1)-th Newton–Raphson step. Through the dependence of K(x), this sequence of linear systems
of equations has varying system matrices Al = (1/t)M+K(xln+1)+J(xln+1) and right-hand sides bl = (1/t)Mxn+
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rn+1 + J(xln+1)xln+1, i.e., the non-linear systems to be solved correspond to a multiple right-hand side problem of the
form (1). For non-linear static ﬁeld problems the matrix term M does not occur and only one non-linear algebraic
system of equation is to be solved.
3. Subspace augmented preconditioned conjugate gradient schemes
The solution of the l-th system of equations can be accelerated by reusing accumulated spectral information of
the previous 0 . . . l − 1 solutions. If this information is available in the vector subspace Q := span{q1, . . . ,qm} the
augmented preconditioned conjugate gradient (AugPCG) variant in [8] yields approximate solutions
xi ∈ {x00} + Ki(M˜−1A, M˜−1r0) (9)
with start vector x00, the i-th Krylov subspace Ki and residual vectors ri = b − Axi , which additionally fulﬁl the
Petrov–Galerkin condition QTri = 0, ∀i = 0, . . . , m, such that xi ∈ {x00} + Ki(M˜−1A, M˜−1r0) ⊕ Range{Q}. The
operator M˜ denotes the preconditioning operator for the symmetric and positive (semi-)deﬁnite system matrix A.
Similar to the deﬂated CG methods in [20,9], theAugPCG schemes considered in this paper feature the non-symmetric
A-orthogonal projector PQ = I − Q(QTAQ)−1QTA onto the A-orthogonal complement of the vector subspace Q. For
PQ the identities P2Q = PQ, PTQA = APQ = PTQAPQ hold [20].
The following implementation of the AugPCG scheme similar to the one used in [10] also includes the implicitly
deﬂated PCG variant started with the SPE (SPE-PCG) method [6]:
1: Initial value x00 from previous Newton step
2: i = 0
3: ifAugPCG then
4: construct PQ = I − Q(QTAQ)−1QTA
5: x0 = Q(QTAQ)−1QTb + PQx00
6: else if SPE-PCG then
7: x0 = Q(QTAQ)−1QTb
8: end if
9: r0 = b − Ax0
10: rrel,0 = ‖ri‖/(‖b‖ +	atolrhs)
11: while rrel,i > tolPCG do
12: ifAugPCG then
13: zi = PQM˜−1ri
14: else if SPE-PCG then
15: zi = M˜−1ri
16: end if
17: if i = 0 then
18: pi = zi
19: else
20: 
i = rTi zi/rTi−1zi−1
21: pi = 
ipi−1 + zi
22: end if
23: i = rTi zi/pTi Api
24: xi+1 = xi + ipi
25: ri+1 = ri − iApi
26: rrel,i+1 = ‖ri‖/(‖b‖ +	atolrhs)
27: i = i + 1
28: end while
29: solution x = xi with i the number of CG steps
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Here atolrhs = maxj=1,...,l−1‖bj‖ is chosen w.r.t. the transient quasistatic ﬁeld simulations and denotes the maximum
absolute value of the right-hand side vectors for all previous systems. The parameter	 ∈ [0, 0.1],	> 0, can be chosen
to relax the convergence criterion in those cases where the absolute right-hand side vector is small, which occurs for
example at harmonic excitations near the zero values.
3.1. Reuse of available spectral information
3.1.1. Full reuse of PCG search vector spaces
The construction of the initial vector x0 from any given start vector x00 ensures that QT(b − Ax0) = 0 holds. To
reuse spectral information of a previous PCG solution process, the projector PQ can be constructed using the basis
vectors of the Krylov space Q := Ki(M˜−1A, M˜−1r0) = span{z0, . . . , zi−1} constructed during this ﬁrst run. The
spectral information related to this search space is then deﬂated, either explicitly in the AugPCG-case by application
of the projector PQ, or implicitly in the SPE-PCG-case, where the PCG-iterated approximates xi will converge in the
A-orthogonal complement of Q. Since this property only holds in exact arithmetics, the loss of orthogonality during
the SPE-PCG iteration process due to numerical round-off may result in an increased number of iterations compared
to the Aug-PCG scheme. For the latter scheme in practical simulations the computational costs of each projection
step may become excessively high if the number of column vectors of Q is large. The additional arithmetical costs of
the projection step in the AugCG scheme may then outweigh potential beneﬁts of its application due to the reduced
effective condition number. A suitable way to achieve a computationally cheap projector PQ results from the use of
(algebraic) multigrid preconditioners, by which the number of PCG iterations i in the ﬁrst PCG run and accordingly
the number of projection steps required in the AugPCG iteration processes can be kept small.
3.1.2. Construction and use of converged Ritz vectors
In [10] the deﬂation subspace Q is constructed during the PCG iterations using converged Ritz vectors yi to be taken
into the matrix Q = (y1, y2, . . .). These vectors are approximations of eigenvectors related to (extremal) eigenvalues
of the matrix A, which are effectively removed from the solution process in the following AugPCG-iteration. These
eigenvalue approximations can be obtained by calculating the Ritz values 	n and Ritz vectors yn ∈ Ki(A, r0) for
which yTnAyj = n,j	n holds for all yj ∈ Ki(A, r0).
Selecting only those Ritz vectors yn for the projection which have converged at the end of the CG iteration ensures
that they are sufﬁciently good approximations to A’s eigenvectors. In [10] the relative change
	rel,n :=
|	in −	i−1n−1|
	in
(10)
of the respective Ritz value from step (i −1) to the last i-th CG step serves as a selection criterion here. The eigenvalues
	n can be obtained as eigenvalues of the Galerkin-projected system matrix A. It is a symmetric tridiagonal Hessenberg
matrix H := ZTAZ with Z = (z0, z1, . . . , zi−1), which also can be obtained from the coefﬁcients  and 
 calculated
during the PCG iteration. The approximate eigenvectors yj of A can then be obtained through diagonalization of H
using its eigenvectors gk, k = 0, . . . , i − 1, with gTnHgj =	jn,j and yj := Zgj .
4. Numerical results
4.1. Example 1: High-voltage surge arrester
The test application model corresponds to a HV surge arrester, a structure mainly consisting of metal and a varistor
material with a non-linear electrical conductivity (| E|). In this example, at t =0 a potential difference of V0 =330 kV
is applied between the bottom and the top of the structure (Fig. 1). One non-linear time step of the time dependent
solution of the potential in the interior of the structure is calculated for t > 0. The structure is discretized using an
unstructured tetrahedral grid with different grid resolutions.
Table 1 shows the effects of a selective reuse of converged Ritz vectors following [13] on the number of required PCG
steps and the solution time for one non-linear Newton–Raphson iteration process for a problem with 33.000 degrees
of freedom (dof). The termination tolerance of the non-linear Newton–Raphson iteration is here set to rather highly
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Fig. 1. Electrostatic potential of a high-voltage surge arrester with a constant potential of V0 = 330 kV applied between the ground plane and the top
of the structure.
Table 1
Effect of selective reuse of the Ritz vectors on the number of CG steps and the solution time
Reuse criterion 	rel,n Total # of CG steps Computation time (s)
10−4 136 16.1
10−6 149 26.2
10−8 170 20.8
10−10 196 23.2
10−12 195 23.6
No reuse 301 49.5
accurate values with tolNR := 10−10 as is the tolerance of the relative residual norm of the PCG-solver tolPCG := 10−10.
Whereas the PCG iteration process for the ﬁrst NR-step cannot proﬁt from a subspace reuse, the following iterative
linear system solution processes require less PCG iterations and computation time when a reuse strategy is applied.
The lowest total number of PCG iterations for the outer NR iteration process is achieved for the largest reuse criterion
	rel,n = 10−4. The required total computation time of the non-linear iteration is only about one third of the time
required using PCG without a reuse of subspace information.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the eigenspectra (Ritz values) of the Galerkin-projected system matrices for the ﬁrst 6 Newton
steps. The selected Ritz values are marked by squares. Reuse criterion 	rel is chosen to consider Ritz value to be
converged if their relative change in value is smaller than 10−4 (Fig. 2) and 10−6 (Fig. 3), respectively. The coarser
selection criterion 	rel < 10−4 results in the fact that more eigenvector approximations corresponding to lowest
system eigenvalues are being eliminated from the PCG iteration process as with the more accurate selection tolerance
	rel < 10−6. This results in a better reduction of the effective condition numbers of the system matrices, which yields
a reduced total number of PCG iterations and also a reduction in the computation time monitored in Table 1.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results of a full reuse strategy for a transient simulation of the HV surge arrester. The
excitation is a sinusoidal voltage with a linear increasing amplitude during the ﬁrst period. As of the second period
the amplitude reaches its constant value of 470 kV. The structure is discretized using an unstructured tetrahedral grid
with 41.400 and 150.590 dof of the algebraic system. Different update strategies were compared to a standard PCG
approach: in each time step the vector search space from the ﬁrst Newton–Raphson iteration was reused for the PCG-
processes of the following NR-iterations. In the AugPCG1- and SPE-PCG1-schemes the projector PQ and the matrix
Q(QTAlQ)−1)QT were updated with respect to each system matrix Al , whereas in the AugPCG2- and SPE-PCG2-
simulations the projector and the matrix from the ﬁrst NR-step were reused for each following non-linear NR-iteration
step.
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Fig. 2. Eigenspectra (Ritz values) of Galerkin-projected system matrix with selection criterion 	rel < 10−4 shown for the ﬁrst 6 Newton steps.
(The spectrum corresponding to the n-th Newton step starts at position 20n on the x-axis.)
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Fig. 3. Eigenspectra (Ritz values) of Galerkin-projected system matrix with selection criterion 	rel < 10−6 shown for the ﬁrst 6 Newton steps.
(The spectrum corresponding to the n-th Newton step starts at position 20n on the x-axis.)
Table 2
HV surge arrester: transient nonlinear electro-quasistatic model (41.100 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 240 345.6 4372
AugPCG1 240 243.4 1037 21
AugPCG2 – – – –
SPE-PCG1 240 298.5 2282 21
SPE-PCG2 240 282.2 2763 21
4.2. Example 2: High-voltage bushing
The next example shows HV bushing, a structure which mainly consists of metal, ceramic insulators and insulating
oil with a non-linear electrical conductivity characteristic (| E|) (Fig. 4).
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Table 3
HV surge arrester: transient non-linear electro-quasistatic model (150.590 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 273 1846.7 7590
AugPCG1 240 742.3 227 44
AugPCG2 – – – –
SPE-PCG1 240 1137.1 954 44
SPE-PCG2 – – – –
Fig. 4. Geometry, grid and scalar electric potential of the transient EQS-simulation of the HV bushing.
Table 4
HV bushing: transient nonlinear electro-quasistatic model (53.502 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 246 391.4 2748
AugPCG1 246 336.5 1199 13
AugPCG2 – – – –
SPE-PCG1 246 367.9 1750 13
SPE-PCG2 246 343.6 1787 13
For this example a full reuse strategy as for the HV surge arrester is presented in Tables 4 and 5 for model resolutions
of 53.502 and 62.113 dof, resp.
The assumption of a linear conductivity of the insulation oil results in a linear transient problem for which the
comparison of the different methods is shown in Table 6. In this transient simulation the system matrix is constant for
all time steps (for 240 ﬁxed time steps) and thus the full reuse of the ﬁrst PCG search vector space yields a considerable
acceleration of the full time stepping process. Furthermore, the additional costs for the set-up of the projectors appear
in the different solution times, where the SPE-PCG2 approach represents the fastest scheme.
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Table 5
HV bushing: transient nonlinear electro-quasistatic model (162.113 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 246 1361.5 3344
AugPCG1 246 1214.7 1531 16
AugPCG2 – – – –
SPE-PCG1 246 1339.5 2349 16
SPE-PCG2 246 1270.3 2628 16
Table 6
HV bushing: transient linear electro-quasistatic model (53.502 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 240 380.9 2725
AugPCG1 240 49.8 49 13
AugPCG2 240 23.0 49 13
SPE-PCG1 240 45.9 51 13
SPE-PCG2 240 19.6 51 13
Fig. 5. Left: geometry of the TEAM 20 magnetic ﬁeld benchmark problem; right: arrow plot of the magnetic ﬂux density distribution.
4.3. Example 3: TEAM 20 benchmark—nonlinear magnetostatic 3D problem
The benchmark problem TEAM 20 consists of a yoke and a center pole with ferromagnetic, non-linear material
characteristics and a current coil (Fig. 5). Measured values of the magnetic ﬂux within certain positions in the air gaps
of the problem structure are available as reference values for numerical magnetic ﬁeld simulation codes. The WFEM
discretization results in a discrete problem dimension of 65.771 dof (Table 7).
4.4. Example 4: 3D nonlinear electric motor simulation
A3Dmodel of an electro-motor design (Fig. 6) with ferromagnetic, non-linear material characteristic and two current
coils was discretized resulting in 379.313 dof.
The results in Table 8 show a signiﬁcant decrease in the time required for the non-linear iteration even for a rather
high dimension of 108 vectors in the augmented space Q.
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Table 7
TEAM 20: non-linear magnetostatic model (65.771 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 5 161.6 53
AugPCG1 5 114.8 36 16
AugPCG2 – – – –
Fig. 6. Left: discretization of a simpliﬁed electric motor model (379.313 dof); right: plot of the absolute value of the magnetic ﬂux density | B|/T .
Table 8
3D electro-motor: non-linear magnetostatic model (379.313 dof)
Algorithm # Linear systems Total solver time (s) Total # CG steps # Columns of Q
PCG 11 17409.0 680
AugPCG1 11 8834.0 347 108
AugPCG2 – – – –
5. Conclusion
For the simulation of slowly varying electric HV ﬁelds and magnetic ﬁelds high-dimensional linear systems of
equations with mrhs and (nearly) invariant system matrices were shown to arise within the non-linear (quasi-)Newton
iterations within implicit time integration methods. Spectral information of search vectors from previous conjugate
gradient iterations are used in PCG iterations which are deﬂated either explicitly using non-symmetric projectors or
implicitly with the construction of a start vector. In addition to a full reuse strategy the reuse of converged Ritz vectors
of a previous PCG run was also applied to these problems. Numerical results for electric and magnetic ﬁeld simulations
show an increased efﬁciency of the subspace reuse within the projected PCG scheme when compared to standard PCG
iterations. Linear transient problems without changes in the system matrix exceptionally beneﬁt from the subspace
reuse, but also non-linear Newton–Raphson iterations with changing Jacobian matrices are accelerated.
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